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The images or icons in the first two columns of the properties Tab indicate the following
about a property:
 
 
1. Local property or global property
 
2. Locally inherited or globally inherited
 
3. Value is overridden
 
4. Value is default
 
5. Value is calculated
 
6. Value is manually entered
 
 
A. 1, 2 only 
B. 1, 2, 3 only 
C. 1, 2, 4 only 
D. 1, 4 only 
E. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 only 
F. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 only 
 

Answer: F

 

 

 
Choose three validations that are often implemented for downstream systems.
 
 
A. Name or description is unique. 
B. Property has been populated. 
C. Length of a property category value. 
D. Property value has the correct format. 
E. Node exists in multiple downstream systems. 
 

Answer: C,D,E
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Which filters can you apply to narrow the transaction history results when searching the
transaction history?
 
 
A. Specific transaction ID 
B. Specific user ID 
C. Apply a Max Records number 
D. Loss changes, which includes activity that was lost due to computer crash or failure 
E. Action Description 
F. From and/or To values 
G. Node Description 
 

Answer: E

 

 

 
You have three hierarchies for the Entity dimension. One hierarchy rolls up entities by
geography, one hierarchy rolls up entities by function, and one hierarchy rolls up entities by
legal structure. In your Hyperion Financial Management (HFM) application, these three
hierarchies exist within a single Entity dimension. You want to be able to manage the
properties for the nodes once.
 
 
Identify the three ways that DRM can be designed to support this requirement.
 
 
A. Maintain the three separate DRM hierarchies within a single version with the HFM
properties set to Global; combine the hierarchies into a single export. 
B. Create the three structures in a single DRM hierarchy with the Geography hierarchy as
the primary hierarchy and the Function and Legal structures as shared nodes. 
C. Maintain each hierarchy in its own version; set the Geography hierarchy to Primary and
the Function and Legal hierarchies to Shared. 
D. Maintain the three separate DRM hierarchies within a single version with the HFM
properties set to Global and combine the hierarchies into a single export book. 
E. Maintain the three separate DRM hierarchies within a single version with the HFM
properties set to Global; Use the Blend feature to combine the hierarchies into a single
export. 
 

Answer: A,B,C
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Which API method is used to check the status of an asynchronous operation executed via
the DRM web service?
 
 
A. getJobStatus 
B. checkJobStatus 
C. getJobInfo 
D. checkStatus 
E. getOperationstates 
 

Answer: B

 

 

 
Per the example:
 

 
 
You have three entity hierarchies within the same version. The Essbase Storage property
is setto local. The Alias Description property is setto Global. Identify the true statements.
 
 
1. If the Essbase administrator changes theEssbaseStorage property from "Stored" to
"Dynamic" foranode in the primary hierarchy, the property will change for all hierarchies.
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2. If the Essbase administrator changesthe Alias Description property for a node it\ the
primary hierarchy, the property will change for all hierarchies,
 
 
3. If theEcssbase administrator changes the Alias Description property for a node in
thenon-primary hierarchy, the property will not change for other hierarchies.
 
 
4. If the Essbase administrator changes the Alias Description orEssbase Storage property
toanodein a hierarchy, the values will not update in the other hierarchies unlessthe
DisableSharedNodes is set to False.
 
 
5. Because the Alias Description property is set to Global, the property will update across
all versions for the node.
 
 
A. 1 only 
B. 2 only 
C. 1, 2, 3 only 
D. 1, 2, 4 only 
E. 1, 2, 4, 5 only 
F. 1, 2, 3, 5 only 
 

Answer: F

 

 

 
Select the three options that will complete this sentence to make it a true statement:
 
"A customer who uses best practices in the master data management of relationships and
hierarchies _____."
 
 
A. syncs master data to reporting systems 
B. syncs master data to ERP systems 
C. utilizes multiple points of maintenance for hierarchies and data relationships 
D. utilizes a solution with detailed audit capabilities 
E. utilizes a solution that is not based on business user requirements 
 

Answer: A,B,E
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Identify the three true statements.
 
 
A. A version may contain multiple hierarchies. 
B. A version may contain a single hierarchy with shared nodes. 
C. A version may contain version-specific node types. 
D. A version may be assigned validations. 
E. A version may be assigned exports. 
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

 
Choose the three valid prebuilt system rules within DRM.
 
 
A. Name must be unique. 
B. Description must be unique. 
C. Cannot add nodes below a node tagged "Leaf" 
D. If a property is set to "inherited" and a value does not exist, DRM looks to the closest
ancestor for the property value. 
E. If a property is set to "inherited" and a value does exist, the value is inherited to only the
node's children. 
 

Answer: C,D,E

 

 

 
Identity the three true statements about property categories assuming that you do not use
node types.
 
 
A. A System property category is automatically created out of the box. 
B. If enabled in the system preferences, the Oracle EPM property categories are created,
out of thebox. 
C. If enabled in the system preferences, the Oracle EBS categories are created, out of the
box. 
D. Property categories are unique to a version. 
E. Property categories are unique to a hierarchy. 
F. Node access groups are assigned to property categories. 
G. A property categories assigned to a user may be read or edit. 
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Answer: E,F,G

 

 

 
Identify the three true statements about version types.
 
 
A. A normal version type is a version that can be editedand its status changed. 
B. Baseline version is a copy of a normal version at the time that it was created. 
C. Finalized versions can never have their status changed. 
D. An "As Of" version is a historical view of a normal version based on a date or transaction
ID. 
E. You may change the status of an "As Of version. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

 
Which two objects can be used to organize related hierarchies?
 
 
A. Hierarchy group 
B. Node type 
C. Version 
D. Glyph 
E. Property category 
 

Answer: C,D

 

 

 
Your operations group is in the middle of a large re-organization of the Entity dimension.
You create versions at the end of each closed month on the fifth work day. Business users
have access to update the Entity hierarchy within the working version to add new cost
centers and move cost centers beginning on the seventh business day. Your CFO is
reguesting the complete chart of accounts hierarchy as of the 15th day of the month.
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How can you deliver the CFO's request assuming the "AllowAsOf system preference has
been set to True?
 
 
A. Use the Copy feature for versions and enter the "As Of" date. 
B. Use the "As Of" feature and enter the "As Of" date. 
C. Use the Copy feature and then use the transaction history to back out changes made
since the desired date. 
D. Rebuild the hierarchy from a backup. 
E. Use the Copy feature for the hierarchy and enter the "As Of" date. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

 
You are ready to run batch validations against a version before exporting to target systems.
Identify two valid version statuses that allow batch validations to be run and issues to be
corrected before the exports to target systems.
 
 
A. Working 
B. Submitted 
C. Final 
D. Expired 
E. Baseline 
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

 
Per the example:
 

Question No : 14
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What are the three outcomes after running the action script?
 
 
A. Nothing changes in DRM, because the action script will fail to import due to formatting
issues. 
B. A hierarchy called "Product" will be created in the Reorganization version in DRM. 
C. The top node in the hierarchy is All Products. 
D. Products 100, 200, 300, and 400 are first created under the incorrect parent but are
subsequently moved in the action script. 
E. The two lines with the "Move" command will fail, because a value is missing from the
last column for those lines. 
F. Products 100-10, 100-20, 100-30, 200-10, 200-20, 200-40, 400-10, and 400-30 are
some of the leaf nodes in the hierarchy. 
 

Answer: A,D,F

 

 

 
The Time Balance property definition is applicable to the Account hierarchy only and is not
valid for any other hierarchy. You would like to simplify the view for end users so they do
not see the Time Balance property for the Entity dimension.
 
 
What method will achieve this requirement?
 
 
A. Assigning the Time Balance property to the Account hierarchy 
B. Assigning security to the Time Balance property 
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C. Choosing the property definition option to hide the Time Balance property for all
hierarchies except Account 
D. Creating a node type for the Account hierarchy 
E. Assigning a glyph for the Account hierarchy 
 

Answer: A

 

 

 
Identify the two true statements about user permissions.
 
 
A. Administrators assign a permission level to a user; and based on thatpermission, a role
is associated to that user. 
B. If a user has conflicting levels of access, the lowest level of access is assigned. 
C. You can set up a security administrator who only has access touser managementand no
access to create or manage data and metadata within DRM. 
D. DRM uses Property Categories to assign security access for Property Definitions. 
E. Security in DRM can be assigned by Version, Hierarchy, Property Category, and
Property Definition. 
 

Answer: C,D

 

 

 
A department may only have 10 cost centers. How can you address this requirement?
 
 
A. Security 
B. Validation rule 
C. Filter 
D. Node Type 
E. Property query 
 

Answer: C
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Which three things are required in the definition of a Generation export?
 
 
A. Hierarchy name 
B. Export Top Node 
C. Export Book 
D. Property categories to be exported 
E. Node Selection: all nodes, limb nodes,or leaf nodes 
 

Answer: C,D,E

 

 

 
Your ETL must leverage a mapping maintained in DRM. How can your ETL access the
mapping data from DRM?
 
 
A. Create an export of the mapping data and load to a relational table accessible to the
ETL tool. 
B. Use the Batch interface to connect the ETLto the underlying DRM tables. 
C. Use the API to connect the ETL tool to the underlying DRM tables. 
D. Access the database directly with the DRM user. 
E. Access the data files directly through the DRM's application server. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

 
Acme Corporation just finished the initial DRM data load. The files were sourced from
several different applications and some of the data files required manual modification.
 
 
Identify potential data quality issues found when reviewing the data loaded into DRM
 
 
A. Property values are substantially different from the stated and documented business
rules. 
B. The user does not have access to run an import. 
C. A failure in enforcing unique values for specific properties. 
D. Duplicate nodes within each hierarchy. 
E. Duplicate nodes across hierarchies. 
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